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GEONOVUS MEDIA SIGNS PARTICIPATION AGREEMENT WITH
GABRIEL NAPORA FOR REVENUE SHARE OF SIX FILM TITLES
JUNE 18, 2015, VANCOUVER, BC - GEONOVUS MEDIA CORP. (CSE: GNM) (“GeoNovus” or
the “Company”) a new digital media company with a focus on motion picture production and
distribution, music creation and music publishing, is pleased to announce it has signed a
Participation Agreement with producer Gabriel Napora (Triton Films) that it will entitle The
Company to share in the net revenues of six upcoming film titles within the next 24 months.
GeoNovus Media Corp is excited to enter into this agreement with Gabriel Napora (a GNM board
member) and Triton Films, to share in the net profits of six upcoming films over the next 24 months.
Mr. Napora has recently produced the Martin Sheen film “Badge of Honor” and the Danny Trejo film
“Juarez 2045”. The Sony box office hit “Chappie” starring Hugh Jackman and Sigourney Weaver was
based on a short film Gabriel produced with Neill Blomkamp (Director of “District 9”). Gabriel’s work is
known for visually striking, heavy visual effects films and he currently has projects in progress with
major film studios.
Mr. Napora and The Company will determine the six films pursuant to the terms of the Participation
Agreement. In consideration for the acquisition of the participation rights under the Participation
Agreement, the Company has agreed to issue up to 17 million shares from treasury to Gabriel Napora.
“We are excited to ink this agreement with Gabriel and add more films to our slate. It’s not just about
adding six more films, but about building a business that produces films, which can add more potential
assets to the foundation of GNM." stated Colin Wiebe, President of GeoNovus Media Corp.
GeoNovus Media Corp is a global entertainment company with a diversified presence in motion picture
production and distribution, music creation and music publishing, family entertainment, digital
distribution, new streaming media platforms and international distribution and sales.
For further information please contact: 604-683-3995 or info@geonovusmedia.com.
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Academy, as the copyright owner of the Academy’s “Oscar” statuette, and owner of its trademarks and
service marks, including “OSCAR®,” “OSCARS®,” “ACADEMY AWARD®,” “ACADEMY
AWARDS®,” “OSCAR NIGHT®,” “A.M.P.A.S.®” and the federally registered “Oscar” design mark, is
required to protect its properties against unauthorized uses and infringements.
CAUTIONARY NOTE REGARDING FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS:
This news release may contain forward-looking information within the meaning of applicable securities
laws (“forward-looking statements”). Although management of the Company believes that the
expectations and assumptions on which such forward looking statements and information are based are
reasonable, undue reliance should not be placed on the forward‐looking statements and information since
no assurance can be given that they will prove to be correct. Forward-looking statements and
information are provided for the purpose of providing information about the current expectations and
plans of management of the Company relating to the future. Readers are cautioned that reliance on such
statements and information may not be appropriate for other purposes, such as making investment
decisions. Since forward‐looking statements and information address future events and conditions, by
their very nature they involve inherent risks and uncertainties. Actual results could differ materially from
those currently anticipated due to a number of factors and risks. These include, but are not limited to, the
risks associated with the media and entertainment industry in general such as competition; incorrect
assessment of the value of acquisitions and failure to realize the anticipated benefits of acquisitions;
ability to access sufficient capital from internal and external sources; failure to obtain required
regulatory and other approvals and changes in legislation, including but not limited to tax laws and
government regulations. Accordingly, readers should not place undue reliance on the forward‐looking
statements, timelines and information contained in this news release. Readers are cautioned that the
foregoing list of factors is not exhaustive. The forward‐looking statements and information contained in
news releases are made as of the date thereof and no undertaking is given to update publicly or revise
any forward‐looking statements or information, whether as a result of new information, future events or
otherwise, unless so required by applicable securities laws or the Exchange. The forward-looking
statements or information contained in GeoNovus Media Corp. news releases, are expressly qualified by
this cautionary statement.

